Abstract. We prove in ZFC that an abelian group C is cotorsion if and only if Ext(F, C) = 0 for every ℵ k -free group F , and discuss some consequences and related results. This short note includes a condensed overview of the λ-Black Box for ℵ k -free constructions in ZFC.
Introduction
In the theory of abelian groups, locally free groups and their properties have been the subject of extensive research. In particular, for any given uncountable cardinal κ, we will call a group G κ-free if every subgroup H ⊆ G of cardinality |H| < κ is free. One of the earliest and easiest examples [1, 17] of a non-free ℵ 1 -free group is the Baer-Specker group Z ω , the cartesian product of countably infinitely many copies of the integers Z, and the cartesian product Z λ is ℵ 1 -free for any cardinal λ. Apart from that, explicit examples of non-free κ-free groups are fairly difficult to come by and require either some elaborate use of infinite combinatorics or of specific models of set theory. For instance, it is known that every Whitehead group is ℵ 1 -free [18] , but the question whether non-free Whitehead groups exist is undecidable and depends on the chosen model of set theory [2, 14] . In Gödel's Universe V=L, non-free κ-free groups exist for all uncountable cardinals κ, and κ-free groups with prescribed properties are traditionally constructed with help of the Jensen diamond principle ♦. Similarly, assuming only ZFC, the construction of ℵ 1 -free groups with various additional properties is possible utilizing Shelah's Black Box. See [3, 9] for some standard literature on these constructions.
In contrast to this, hardly anything has been known about the existence of κ-free groups in ZFC for κ > ℵ 1 . Some first sporadic examples of non-free ℵ k -free groups for integers k ≥ 2 can be found in [10, 13] , however, the breakthrough in constructing ℵ k -free groups with prescribed additional properties is more recent. In [6, 15] , ℵ k -free groups with trivial dual were constructed, and [5] provides a construction for ℵ k -free groups with prescribed endomorphism rings. Similar constructions of ℵ k -free groups and modules for k ≥ 2 can be found in [4, 7, 11, 12] and are based on the λ-Black Box as a guiding combinatorial principle. For cardinals κ ≥ ℵ ω , the situation concerning κ-free groups becomes considerably more complicated. In [16] , a construction for ℵ ω1·k -free groups with trivial dual is provided for all integers k ≥ 1, while the nonexistence of ℵ ω1·ω -free groups with trivial dual is shown to be consistent with ZFC.
In this note we want to investigate the relation between κ-free groups and cotorsion groups, where we call a group C cotorsion if Ext(F, C) = 0 for all torsion-free groups F . If F and C denote the classes of torsion-free groups and cotorsion groups, respectively, then
holds, i.e., the pair of classes (F, C) defines a cotorsion theory. It should be noted that a group C is cotorsion if and only if Ext(Q, C) = 0 for the additive group of rationals Q. This is to say that Q is a cogenerator of the cotorsion theory (F, C).
More generally, we call a class F ′ ⊆ F a cogenerating family provided that any group C is cotorsion if and only if Ext(F, C) = 0 for all F ∈ F ′ . Therefore, (F, C) is cogenerated by the singleton {Q}. Determining other cogenerating families for (F, C) has been of interest and we note in particular the following classical result [8] .
Theorem 1. For any group C the following statements are equivalent.
(i) C is cotorsion.
(ii) Ext(Z λ , C) = 0 for some cardinal λ with λ ℵ0 = 2 λ ≥ |C|.
In particular, with λ 0 = |C| and λ i+1 = 2 λi , the cardinal λ = i<ω λ i satisfies the property λ ℵ0 = 2 λ ≥ |C|, and the class of ℵ 1 -free groups is a cogenerating family for (F, C). In this note we would like to add the class of ℵ k -free groups (k ≥ 1) as yet another cogenerating family, thus providing additional evidence that in ZFC the class of ℵ k -free groups is large and of a rich structure.
Theorem 2 (ZFC). Let k ≥ 1 be some integer. Then the following statements are equivalent for any group C.
(ii) Ext(F, C) = 0 for all ℵ k -free groups F .
Notably, given any group C that fails to be cotorsion, we will construct an ℵ k -free group F C with Ext(F C , C) = 0. To this end, Section 2 provides an easy criterion for cotorsionness, while Section 3 reviews the λ-Black Box. The final construction of F C is presented in Section 4, while Section 5 provides an ℵ k -free analog of Theorem 1.
It should be noted that the given argument easily adapts to other combinatorial principles, like the Jensen diamond ♦, and we make a passing mention of the corresponding result.
Corollary 3 (V=L). Let κ be some uncountable cardinal. Then the following statements are equivalent for any group C.
(ii) Ext(F, C) = 0 for all κ-free groups F .
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A characterization of cotorsion groups
The following criterion distinguishes between cotorsion groups and such groups that fail to be cotorsion in ways that can be interpreted combinatorially. This will provide us later on with a useful foothold for applying the λ-Black Box.
Theorem 4. For any group C the following statements are equivalent.
(i) Ext(Q, C) = 0.
(ii) There exist elements c n ∈ C (n ∈ Z ≥0 ) such that the infinite system of linear equations
Proof. For (i) implies (ii), let us consider some group C with Ext(Q, C) = 0. Thus, there exists some short exact sequence 0 C G Q 0 ϕ which fails to split. As usual, we will interpret C as a subgroup of G. For n ≥ 0 choose some g n ∈ G with ϕ(g n ) = 1 n! . Then ϕ(g n ) = ϕ((n + 1)g n+1 ), and there exist c n ∈ C = Ker ϕ with g n = (n + 1)g n+1 + c n .
We claim that the corresponding infinite system of equations x n = (n + 1)x n+1 + c n has no solution in C. Towards a contradiction let us for the moment assume the existence of such a solution (x n | n ∈ Z ≥0 ) with
Thus, ψ( 1 n! ) := g n − x n defines a homomorphism ψ : Q → G with ϕ • ψ = id Q , and the short exact sequence splits, contradicting our choice.
For (ii) implies (i), let c n ∈ C (n ∈ Z ≥0 ) be a set of elements such that the corresponding system of equations x n = (n + 1)x n+1 + c n is not solvable in C. For a set of free generators y n (n ∈ Z ≥0 ), we define the groups
It is readily observed that C embeds into G := C ⊕ n≥0 Zy n /U canonically via c → c + U . Furthermore, H := n≥0 Zy n /V ∼ = Q, and the canonical projection
Zy n induces a homomorphism π : G → H with π(y n + U ) = y n + V and π(c + U ) = 0. Using the fact that every element of G can be represented in the form (c + zy m ) + U for suitable c ∈ C, z ∈ Z, and m ≥ 0, we can check Ker π = C. Summarizing, we have the short exact sequence
and we claim that this exact sequence does not split. Towards a contradiction let us for the moment assume the existence of a splitting homomorphism ψ :
and with
Hence, the aforementioned exact sequence does not split, and Ext(Q, C) = 0 follows.
The λ-Black Box
We recall the basics of the λ-Black Box, keeping this exposition rather short with the intention of providing a fast and simple reference for future ℵ k -free constructions in ZFC. The proofs of Lemma 9 and Theorem 12 can be skipped for faster access. The reader may consult [6, 11, 12] for further details and any left out proofs.
3.1. Λ and Λ * . Throughout this section, we will employ some standard notations from set theory. In particular, we will identify 0 = ∅, n = {0, . . . , n − 1} for every positive integer n, and α = {β | β < α} for every ordinal α. Let ω = {0, 1, 2, . . .} denote the first infinite ordinal. Ordinals will be assigned letters α, β, while cardinals will be assigned letters κ, λ.
Notation 5. Let
ω λ denote the set of all functions τ : ω → λ, while ω↑ λ is the subset of ω λ consisting of all strictly increasing functions η : ω → λ, namely
Similarly, ω> λ denotes the set of all functions σ : n → λ with n < ω, while ω↑> λ is the subset of ω> λ consisting of all strictly increasing functions η : n → λ with n < ω.
For some integer k ≥ 1, let λ = λ 1 , . . . , λ k be a finite increasing sequence of infinite cardinals with the following properties:
(i) λ
ℵ0
(ii) λ λm m+1 = λ m+1 for all 1 ≤ m < k. In particular, the sequence λ = 1 , . . . , k is an example and constitutes the smallest possible choice for λ.
We associate with λ two sets Λ and Λ * . Let
For the second set we replace the m-th (and only the m-th) coordinate ω↑ λ m by ω↑> λ m , thus let
The elements of Λ, Λ * will be written as sequences η = (η 1 , . . . , η k ) with η m ∈ ω↑ λ m or η m ∈ ω↑> λ m , respectively. With each member of η ∈ Λ we associate some elements of Λ * which result from restricting the length of one of the entries η m ∈ ω↑ λ of η.
We associate with η its support
which is a countable subset of Λ * .
3.2.
The modules. Let R be a commutative ring with 1 and let S ⊆ R \ {0} be a countable multiplicatively closed subset. We introduce the following basic concepts.
The ring R is an S-ring if R as an R-module is S-torsion-free and S-reduced.
for all s ∈ S. We write N ⊆ * M . (e) Let M be an S-torsion-free R-module, and let T be a subset of M . Then T * will denote the smallest S-pure submodule of M containing T .
In the following, R will always denote an S-ring. Furthermore, we enumerate S = {s i | i < ω} and put q n = i<n s i ; thus, q 0 = 1 and q n+1 = q n s n . The S-topology on R, generated by the basis sR (s ∈ S) of neighbourhoods of 0, is Hausdorff and we can consider the S-completion R of R. Note R ⊆ * R, and see [9] for further basic facts on R.
Remark 8. The case R = Z presents us with two canonical options for S.
(i) For any prime p, the choice S = {p i |i ∈ Z ≥0 } gives the p-adic topology. (ii) The choice S = Z >0 gives the Z-adic topology.
The choice of R-modules is the most flexible part of the λ-Black Box and very much depends on the respective goals of the final construction. Here we will present only one simple generic example to discuss some of the more common features of λ-Black Box constructions. In particular, it should be noted that the following general statement will be responsible for ℵ k -freeness of the constructed R-modules, where P fin (T ) denotes the set of all finite subsets of a given set T .
Lemma 9 ([11, Proposition 3.5]). Let F : Λ → P fin (Λ *
Proof. The proof follows by induction on f . We begin with f = 1, so | Ω | = ℵ 0 .
Let Ω = {η α | α < ω} be any enumeration without repetitions. From 1 = f ≤ | u η | follows u η = ∅ and we choose any ℓ α ∈ u η α for α < ω. If α = β < ω, then η α = η β and there is n αβ ∈ ω such that η α ↿ ℓ α , n = η β ↿ ℓ α , n for all n ≥ n αβ . Since {F (η β ) | β ≤ α} is finite, we may enlarge n αβ , if necessary, such that
Hence the case f = 1 is settled. For the induction step, we let f ′ = f + 1 and assume that the lemma holds for f .
Let | Ω | = ℵ f and choose an ℵ f -filtration Ω = δ<ℵ f Ω δ with Ω 0 = ∅ and
The next crucial idea comes from [15] : We can also assume that the chain {Ω δ | δ < ℵ f } is closed, meaning that for any δ < ℵ f , ν, ν ′ ∈ Ω δ and η ∈ Ω with
} is empty or a singleton. Otherwise there are n, n ′ < ω and distinct 1 ≤ ℓ, ℓ
and the closure property implies the contradiction
Thus, the induction hypothesis applies to {u ′ η | η ∈ D δ } for each δ < ℵ f and we find an enumeration η δα | α < ℵ f −1 of D δ as in the lemma. Finally, putting for δ < ℵ f all these enumerations together with the standard induced ordering, we find an enumeration η α | α < ℵ f of Ω satisfying the lemma.
The sets u η in Lemma 9 are merely auxiliary for the induction proof and one may rather want to focus oneself on the following simplified statement.
Theorem 10. For any function F : Λ → P fin (Λ * ), and any subset of Ω of Λ of cardinality |Ω| < ℵ k , we can find an enumeration η α | α < |Ω| of Ω, and elements 1 ≤ ℓ α ≤ k and n α < ω (α < |Ω|) such that
Remark 11. In other words, every element η α of this enumeration picks up some new element from Λ * in its support [η α ] which has not been associated with any of the previous elements η β (β < α). This will be the core of the support argument in the proof of Theorem 12.
We continue with a description of the most common setup for ℵ k -free constructions in ZFC. We start with the R-module B = ν∈Λ * Re ν freely generated by {e ν | ν ∈ Λ * } over the S-ring R. The S-topology of R naturally extends to the S-topology of B generated by the basis sB (s ∈ S) of neighborhoods of 0. Let B ⊆ ν∈Λ *
Re ν denote the S-completion of B. Thus every element b ∈ B can be written canonically as a sum b = ν∈Λ * b ν e ν with coefficients b ν ∈ R, and
will denote the support of b. We have B ⊆ * B, and we intend to construct an
by adding suitable elements y ′ η ∈ B (η ∈ Λ) to B. For η ∈ Λ and i < ω, we call
the branch element associated with η. In particular, let
In addition, given a function F : Λ → P fin (Λ * ) we choose elements b ηn ∈ B for η ∈ Λ and n < ω with [b ηn ] ⊆ F (η). Then we introduce branch-like elements y ′ ηi by adding some corrections to our branch-elements y ηi , namely
In particular, we have
. Our module of interest is now given by M = B, y ′ η | η ∈ Λ * ⊆ * B. Note the following helpful recursions
and y
As a consequence we have the identity
The central theorem of this section is now the following statement about ℵ k -freeness.
Then any subset T of M with |T | < ℵ k is contained in a free submodule N ⊆ M .
Proof. With M = B, y ′ ηi | η ∈ Λ, i < ω , every element g ∈ M can be written as an R-linear combination of finitely many branch-like elements y ′ ηi and of finitely many generators e η ↿ m,n of B. In particular, collecting all y ′ ηi and e η ↿ m,n needed for representing the elements g ∈ T , there exists a subset Ω of Λ of size |Ω| < ℵ k such that T is a subset of the submodule
To complete the proof, we will show that M Ω is a free R-module.
With Theorem 10 we write
for a list η α | α < |Ω| of Ω for which there exist 1 ≤ ℓ α ≤ k and n α < ω with
With (1), we have
Hence, any element in M α+1 can be represented as a sum of the form
where g ∈ M α , and all coefficients r n , r ′ n , r ν , r ′′ mn are from R. Moreover, identifying e ν (ν ∈ F (η α )) with one of the e η α ↿ m,n s whenever possible and merging all e η α ↿ m, n , e ν ∈ M α into g, we may slightly simplify this sum.
Assume now that the above sum is zero. Condition (2) implies that e η α ↿ ℓα,n contributes in this sum only to the branch part y η α n ′ of y ′ η α n ′ for n α ≤ n ′ ≤ n. Applying this to the y ′ η α n s, starting with the smallest appearing n, we have r ′ n = 0 for all n ≥ n α . Moreover, the remaining summands g, e η α ↿ m,n , and e ν trivially have disjoint supports. Thus, also all the coefficients r n , r ν , r ′′ mn , and consequently also g must be zero. This shows that M α+1 = M α ⊕ b∈Bα Rb for
and M Ω = α<|Ω| b∈Bα Rb is a free R-module.
Remark 13. It should be noted that the statements of Lemma 9, Theorem 10 and Theorem 12 hold for any choice of infinite cardinals λ 1 , . . . , λ k . The additional properties of λ required in Section 3.1 are irrelevant for the ℵ k -freeness and are only needed to obtain the added prediction feature. This will be our next stop! 3.3. The prediction. No black box would be complete without some prediction principle, and it is noteworthy that the prediction of any black box can be traced back to the following simple general statement.
Theorem 14 (The Easy Black Box). Let λ be an infinite cardinal and let C be a set of size |C| ≤ 2 λ . Then there exists some family ϕ η | η ∈ ω↑ λ of functions ϕ η : ω → C such that the following holds.
prediction principle: Given any map ϕ :
ω↑> λ → C and any ordinal α ∈ λ, there exists some η ∈ ω↑ λ such that η(0) = α and ϕ η (n) = ϕ(η ↾ n) for all n < ω.
In particular, the λ-Black Box for λ = λ 1 , . . . , λ k basically constitutes the result of stacking k Easy Black Boxes on top of each other.
Theorem 15 (The λ-Black Box). For λ = λ 1 , . . . , λ k a sequence of cardinals as in Section 3.1, let C = C 1 , . . . , C k be a sequence with |C m | ≤ λ m (1 ≤ m ≤ k), and let C = 1≤m≤k C m . Then there exists some family ϕ η | η ∈ Λ of functions ϕ η : [η] → C such that the following holds. prediction principle: Given any map ϕ : Λ * → C with Λ m ϕ ⊆ C m for all 1 ≤ m ≤ k, and given any ordinal α ∈ λ, there exists some η ∈ Λ such that η k (0) = α and ϕ η ⊆ ϕ.
The proof of Theorem 2
For the proof of Theorem 2, (i) obviously implies (ii) as all ℵ k -free groups are torsion-free. Thus, we only need to verify the converse statement. To that effect, we will start with a group C that fails to be cotorsion, and we must provide an ℵ k -free group F C with Ext(F C , C) = 0.
As C fails to be cotorsion, with Theorem 4, we choose elements c n ∈ C (n < ω) such that the infinite system of linear equations
is not solvable in C. For an infinite cardinal κ ≥ |C|, let
Then λ = λ 1 , . . . , λ k satisfies the properties of Section 3.1, and we will use the prediction of the λ-Black Box for the choice C m = C (1 ≤ m ≤ k), cf. Theorem 15.
In particular, there exists some family ϕ η | η ∈ Λ of functions ϕ η : [η] → C such that the following prediction principle holds.
Given any map ϕ : Λ * → C, there exists some η ∈ Λ such that ϕ η ⊆ ϕ.
We next want to construct two groups F C and G C . To start with, let B = ν∈Λ * Ze ν be the group freely generated by {e ν | ν ∈ Λ * }. Let Z and B denote the Zadic completions of Z and B, respectively. Every element b ∈ B can be written canonically as a sum b = ν∈Λ * b ν e ν with coefficients b ν ∈ Z, and
will denote the support of b. For η ∈ Λ and i < ω, we call
Note again the recursion
These formulas are identical to those in Section 3.2 for the choice S = Z >0 and s i = i + 1. We now define
Lemma 16. The group F C is ℵ k -free.
Proof. Let H ⊆ F C be a subgroup of cardinality |H| < ℵ k . Then, with Theorem 12, H is contained in a free subgroup of F C and therefore free itself.
We start our construction of the group G C with a little auxiliary gimmick to overcome C not embedding into its Z-adic completion C, as n∈Z >0 nC = 0 may quite be possible. Let C ω = n<ω Ce n denote the cartesian product of countably infinitely many copies of C. Every element g ∈ C ω can be written canonically as a sum g = ∞ n=0 g n e n with coefficients g n ∈ C, and [g] = {n < ω | g n = 0} will denote the support of g. We define the groups
The group G C will be constructed as a subgroup of B ⊕ C and will incorporate our λ-Black Box predictions ϕ η (η ∈ Λ) and the preselected elements c n ∈ C (n < ω). For η ∈ Λ and i < ω, let
Again we have a recursion
We now define
Let π : B ⊕ C → B denote the canonical projection. Then π(e ν ) = e ν for all ν ∈ Λ * and π(z ηi ) = y ηi for all η ∈ Λ, i < ω, thus π(G C ) = F C .
Proof. Every element g ∈ G C can be written as a linear combination of some element from B ⊕ C with finitely many elements z ηi . With (6) we can limit this representation to one element z ηi for each η ∈ Λ. Thus, we can write
where b ∈ B, c ∈ C, N ∈ Z ≥0 , and n α ∈ Z, i α ∈ Z ≥0 for all 0 ≤ α ≤ N with distinct η α ∈ Λ. Let us assume π(g) = 0. Applying Theorem 10 for the function F : Λ → P fin (Λ * ) with F (ν) = [b] constant for ν ∈ Λ * , we may assume that every element η α of the enumeration η α | 0 ≤ α ≤ N picks up some new element from Λ * in its support [η α ] which has not been associated with b or any of the previous elements η β (β < α). Thus, π(g) = 0 implies n α = 0 for all 0 ≤ α ≤ N , and
The following lemma completes the proof of Theorem 2.
Lemma 18. We have Ext(F C , C) = 0.
Proof. With Lemma 17, we have the short exact sequence
for all ν ∈ Λ * , and we define the function ϕ : Λ * → C by ϕ(ν) = e ν − ψ(e ν ). With (4), we can choose some η ∈ Λ such that ϕ η ⊆ ϕ, thus
for all 1 ≤ m ≤ k and n < ω. In G C holds
and we set x n := z ηn − ψ(y ηn ) ∈ C for n < ω. With (5) and (6) in G C . From this we infer x n = (n+ 1)x n+1 + c n in C ⊆ C ⊆ G C , contradicting (3). Hence, the aforementioned exact sequence does not split, and Ext(F C , C) = 0 follows.
Final Remark
In Section 4, given any group C which fails to be cotorsion, we chose cardinals Then there exists an ℵ k -free group F of cardinality |F | = λ k such that for any group C of cardinality |C| ≤ λ 1 the following statements are equivalent.
(ii) Ext(F, C) = 0.
Proof. Again, (i) obviously implies (ii) as all ℵ k -free groups are torsion-free. Thus, we only need to verify the converse statement. To that effect, we must provide a suitable group F such that Ext(F, C) = 0 for every group C of cardinality |C| ≤ λ 1 which fails to be cotorsion. For this purpose define the family D of groups to contain one isomorphic copy of every group C of cardinality |C| ≤ λ 1 which fails to be cotorsion. Note that
which is an ℵ k -free group of cardinality |F | = λ 2 · λ k = λ k . If now C is any group of cardinality |C| ≤ λ 1 which fails to be cotorsion, then we can find some C ∼ = C ′ ∈ D, and Ext(F, C) = Ext 
